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The Hungarian director Istvan Szabo's film Colonel Redl is based on the 
life of Alfred Redl (1864-1913), who rose from humble beginnings to 
become chief of army intelligence in the Austro-Hungarian Empire but fell 
from grace and committed suicide when it was discovered that he had been 
selling military secrets to the Russians. The demoralizing effect of this 
shocking incident on supporters of the Monarchy was compounded by the 
sensational revelation after his suicide that he had been leading a secret life 
as a homosexual. 

Szabo deliberately deemphasizes the licentious and perfidious character 
of this historical villain, creating instead a generally sympathetic portrait. 
His reason for doing so, as we shall see later, has to do with the wish 
he expressed in an interview with Tamas Koltai to create a specifically 
East Central European film: "It seems that we cannot see this story and 
these developments other than with East Central European eyes. I hope 
that the film will convey in one way or another a critical reflection of this 
experience."1 

In the same interview Szabo spoke of the opportunity the Redl material 
gave him to explore the conflict of a person who wanted to be someone else, 
someone he was not,2 and stressed in this connection the importance of the 
"Ausstrahlungskraft (radiating power)" of a film actor's face to convey the 
psychological aspects of such a conflict. Referring to War and Peace he 
stated: "Tolstoy devoted many pages to Natasha Rostova; in the film, by 
contrast, the face of the actress must convey everything."3 The ability of 
the actor's face to convey meaning is an integral part of the basic strategy 
at work in Colonel Redl to reveal the protagonist 's inner life. Szabo does 
not resort to the novelist's device of entering the character's mind. He 



does not, for example, use voice-overs, dream sequences, or flashbacks, to 
reveal Redl's unspoken thoughts and feelings, but relies, rather, on action, 
dialogue, and outward appearances. As we shall see, these two factors 
working together —the wish to create an East Central European film and 
the wish to explore from the outside the inner conflict of a person at odds 
with himself—have determined the final shape and complexion of the film 
Colonel Redl. 

Let us begin by examining Szabo's treatment of the inner conflict, for it 
takes us directly to the heart of the film. What his external approach means 
for the audience is indicated at the very outset, where he prefaces the story 
with a sequence that sets the stage for everything that follows. The very 
first image we see is an extreme close-up of a camera lens. This is followed 
by a close-up image of the title character, staring directly into the camera. 
This shot lasts for approximately one and three-quarters minutes, though it 
is interrupted twice by a shot of a building that, as we soon learn, is home 
to the Redl family. The image of Redl is actually frozen, but it comes 
to life for a few seconds between the credits on three separate occasions, 
during which we notice slight movements of his head. The image appears 
to have been shot through a filter that creates a decidedly blue cast and 
diffuses the light, blurring contours and softening textures. Behind and 
immediately to the left of Redl's head we see a bright, luminous glow, the 
source of which appears to be a ceiling or wall light. This light, as well 
as its reflection on the wall behind Redl, is both distracting and irritating 
to our eyes, and thus tends to interfere with our view of the face looking 
out at us from the screen. The primary lighting source of the image is off 
screen to the right. It illuminates the left side of Redl's face while leaving 
the other side virtually in darkness. 

All of this is of the utmost significance to the unfolding story and to 
our response to it. First, Redl's long, steady gaze directed at the camera, 
and hence at us, challenges, indeed defies, us to discover what kind of a 
person he is. The sustained freeze frames are like photographs of the title 
character that we are invited to study for the measure of the man depicted. 
And this becomes, in fact, our primary task as we view the unfolding 
story. Secondly, the fact that Redl does not move away or even turn his 
head between the extended freeze frames suggests that he is posing for 
the camera. The sidelighting, however, which illuminates half of Redl's 
face while leaving the other half in darkness, indicates symbolically that 
his posing is more than simply striking an appropriate pose for a picture; 
it suggests that there is a duality about him, a dark side that he conceals, 
thus presenting a false image of himself to the outside world. That it will 
be difficult to discover the real Alfred Redl concealed beneath his outward 
appearance is indicated by the fact that the dazzling light behind his right 
shoulder and its reflection on the anterior wall make it hard for us to look 



directly at him and the filtered image with its altered colors and blurred 
lines also reduces our ability to see him clearly. 

In fact, these features of those initial photos of Redl — the brilliant back 
lighting and the diffusion filter —are characteristic of the way in which 
the entire film is shot. Whether inside or out, in scene after scene the 
air seems laden with haze that softens and blurs the outlines and textures 
of the images; and dazzling white light, usually from windows or the 
white globes of incandescent lights located next to or directly behind the 
characters, shines into our eyes, making it hard to see —both literally and 
figuratively— the important details of the evolving portrait. In this way 
the film continuously refers back to the initial freeze frames and reminds 
us that we are to think of it as an evolving photograph and to study the 
outward appearance of the subject in order to discover his true nature. 

Periodically, at significant moments throughout the film, the director 
also reminds us of these initial freeze-frame photographs and our task as 
viewers, when he stops the action to give us a prolonged close-up of Redl 
staring directly into the camera. For example, much later in the film Redl 
returns on a mission to his home region, Galicia. On his way back to 
the train he asks the driver to go past his childhood home, the building 
intercut with the shot of him at the beginning of the film. Melancholy 
music on the soundtrack evokes a sombre feeling, as does the image itself, 
the abandoned looking homestead against a gray, overcast sky. The camera 
cuts to a close-up of Redl staring out the back window of the car as it moves 
away down the road. Here again he seems to be looking straight at us, as 
at the beginning of the film, and we are challenged to deduce from all that 
we have seen up to this point what thoughts are going through his mind 
and what his true character is. The desolate look on his face, which we 
have ample time to study, suggests that in spite of his denial of his humble 
origins he is overcome with feelings of sadness and remorse upon seeing 
again his boyhood home. Such pictures of the protagonist staring out at 
us from the frame, occurring at critical junctures, become a major visual 
motif of the evolving narrative portrait Szabo creates. 

The narrative begins with Redl's childhood. In the very first scenes the 
camera is placed so that we experience everything through his eyes, while 
he remains completely out of sight. In low-angle shots we see his parents 
looking down at us and smiling, his classmates looking back at us as we 
hear his voice reciting a poem he has written in praise of the Emperor, his 
teacher looking at us and praising him for his poem, and his mother telling 
us how grateful he must always be to the Emperor for making possible 
his admission to the military academy and what an honor it would be if 
he came home one day as an officer. By having us experience all of this 
from young Redl's point of view Szabo makes us feel much more keenly 
the psychological effect that these experiences must have on him as an 



impressionable young boy. We are therefore not surprised that when we 
actually see the young Redl for the first time he is striving to prove himself 
worthy of the honor the Emperor has bestowed upon him. As he exercises 
with his class on the parade ground of the military academy, he outdoes 
all his fellow classmates in keeping up with the commands of the exercise 
instructor. 

A significant element of this exercise sequence is the introduction of 
the young Hungarian, Baron Kristof von Kubinyi, who becomes Redl's 
good friend. Their friendship, perhaps solidified by the punishment they 
endure at the hands of the class, is already hinted at in the way in which 
Kristof is introduced. Twice, while the cadets are doing push-ups and again 
while they are hopping in piace in a squat position, the camera cuts from 
a close-up of Redl to a close-up of Kristof. The cuts, however, match 
the movement of the two boys so perfectly that the viewer is startled to 
realize at the end of the second exercise, when we see them stand up, that 
a switch has taken place. This editing trick hints at the friendship of Redl 
and Kubinyi and their intertwined fates. At the same time it suggests the 
union of Austria and Hungary and thus serves, as we shall see, to make 
the story of Alfred Redl politically relevant to its own time —the film was 
made in the mid-1980s. 

The first of the protracted close-ups of Redl referred to earlier that recall 
to mind his posing at the beginning of the film occurs in the scene in which 
he upbraids his subordinates for laxity and negligence in the performance 
of their duties and for dishonoring their uniforms in their contacts with the 
local population. After singling out several officers by name for special 
reprimand, Redl continues: "We, the officers of the Monarchy, must lead by 
good example, so that the populace will trust us and know that the Emperor, 
the Monarchy, will protect them. My question is: Does the Monarchy need 
you personally? Each one of you personally? Here, and at this post? You 
give yourselves the answer. I'll wait." There follows a long pause, during 
which Redl stares for several seconds directly into the camera and hence 
at us, as if inviting us to peer into his eyes and discover for ourselves what 
hidden motives may be lurking in the innermost recesses of his mind. We 
ask ourselves whether he is posing now. Is his own personal ambition the 
real reason for this chastisement of his subordinates? Is his purpose to 
whip them into shape in order to gain approving notice from his superiors? 

If so, his wish is fulfilled, for he does rise through the ranks with aston-
ishing success for a man of his humble origins. In this case, his superior, 
Colonel Ruzitska, who is himself fed up with the situation at this border 
post, confides to Redl that he intends to retire and to recommend him to 
take over as District Commandant, adding: "I believe you will definitely be 
a success." On the other hand, Redl's dedication to the Emperor, in whose 
army he serves and whom he looks up to as to a father figure (literally in 



the next scene, where we see him with a smile on his face gazing up at 
a picture of Franz Joseph), is genuine. This soon becomes obvious when 
he physically attacks his friend Kristof in front of prominent citizens of 
the district because of his disrespectful remarks about the army and the 
Emperor. Which of the two motives is at work in Redl's harsh treatment 
of his fellow officers? Or do both play a role? As we see, the blinding 
light and blurred contours of this unfolding narrative portrait do not readily 
surrender the secrets of its subject. 

In one respect, however, there is no doubt that Redl is posing, pretending 
to be someone he is not, namely in respect to his humble origins. In the 
scuffle between Kristof and Alfred, Kristof calls him a "Weichensteller" 
(switchman), alluding to his father's lowly position with the railroad. It is 
clear that this epithet strikes home with special force, for Redl gets to his 
feet, awkwardly backs out of the room, and stumbles outdoors to get some 
fresh air. The incident marks the end of their friendship. 

Redl's wish to conceal his peasant background is confirmed when his 
sister comes to visit him at his barracks post. He tells her not to come 
there again and not to use his name, cruelly dispatching her with money 
she does not want. 

The director keeps the question of Redl's sexual preference almost con-
stantly in the foreground, for, as we know from the end of the film, his 
homosexuality plays a crucial role in the events that lead to his downfall 
and its revelation therefore must not be allowed to take us completely by 
surprise, causing us to react in utter disbelief. Beginning with the vague 
suggestion of homoeroticism in the young Redl's reaction when Kristof's 
grandfather innocently places his hand on his grandson's wrist as he praises 
his young friend, the filmmaker hints again and again at the possibility that 
Redl may turn out to be homosexual. The incident at the academy in which 
Redl's piano instructor rests his hand on the boy's thigh is a case in point, 
as is the incident at the brothel, when the adult Redl is grabbed and kissed 
on the stairs by a fellow officer. 

The inconclusiveness of such incidents is illustrated by the scene at the 
inn in the Vienna Woods. It is the first scene between Redl and Kristof's 
sister Katalin as adults. Although Katalin is now married, it is she who 
makes amorous advances, while Redl's mind is still on the Emperor, whom 
he had caught a glimpse of, to his great delight, on their way to the inn. 
Katalin detects the smell of horse and saddle on Redl, which has always 
given her pleasure, and says: uThe fine smell of the soldier. Kristof never 
smells like a soldier. Do you smell the soldier on him?" Redl seems 
taken aback by the question, which no doubt strikes him as too intimate 
to be put to one man about another. Redl is also visibly disturbed by 
Katalin's turning down the bed. "I have made us such a lovely wedding 
bed," she says. When Redl asks what her husband will say when she gets 



home, she replies: "I have neither the time nor the desire to entertain with 
courtesy the man of the moment, as one does in refined society, de faire la 
poseuse." While we accept without hesitation this frank assessment of her 
own character, we are acutely aware, as we watch their lovemaking, again 
initiated by Katalin, that just the opposite may be true of her partner. A 
little later she asks him why he has his eyes closed and if he is thinking 
of someone else. He reluctantly admits that he was thinking of Kristof, 
though he denies that he had been thinking of him the whole time. She then 
asks which of them he loves more and receives the evasive reply: "I have 
liked you both very much." Katalin, however, persists, much to Redl's 
discomfort: "And now?" He answers, again skirting the issue, speaking 
instead of how things are going for him: "Now things are going well for 
me. But I do not know for how long. You know, Kristof . . . and I . . . 
we uh . . . uhh . . . actually I am afraid of him." Katalin: "But now you 
have gotten over him." Redl replies, "No," adding emphasis by shaking his 
head. One wonders, of course, why he is afraid of Kristof and what Katalin 
means by her response. Does she think the close friendship between Alfred 
and her brother has kept him from loving her? And does she mean that now 
that he has made love to her he has conquered his attraction to him? It is a 
puzzling, ambiguous conversation, full of sexual overtones, and leaves one 
with the impression that Katalin may well consider Alfred to be bisexual. 

The entire exchange is shot in extreme close-up, the two heads crowding 
the frame, with Katalin's turned toward Alfred's as she anxiously awaits 
his every answer. The result is that we sense even more keenly that Alfred 
feels cornered, is hiding something, and does, indeed, himself fait le poseur. 

That Redl himself is aware of trying to pass himself off as someone he 
is not becomes unequivocally clear in the scene in which he does what the 
audience has been doing all along. Alone in the darkness of his office in 
the building housing the intelligence service, he examines the file that has 
been put together on him and, after reading the report, looks thoughtfully 
at two photographs of himself and whispers the words: "poses, poses." 
After some additional thought he takes pen to hand and with the slightest 
trace of a smile does something very curious and unexpected —he adds the 
one word "dishonest" to the report, underlining it and punctuating it with 
an exclamation point. Redl's contemplation of the photographs of himself 
not only mirrors our own activity as we view his narrative portrait; it also 
points again to the difficulty of our task, by revealing unmistakably that 
Redl is, in fact, aware that he is guilty of posing, of cultivating a false 
image of himself, and therefore, we may assume, exercises great care not 
to reveal his charade. 

The restaurant scene between Redl and General von Roden, his friend and 
champion from the early days of his military career, offers further evidence 
for us to consider as we try to decide the question of Redl's sexuality. It is 



a mesmerizing scene, in which von Roden reluctantly confronts Redl with 
the rumor he has heard that he is a homosexual, and Redl, in a dual sense, 
plays the poseur. First, he laughs uncomfortably when von Roden brings up 
the rumor, but does not answer the charge, since the General immediately 
dismisses it as political intrigue. Then, as von Roden continues to talk, 
Redl begins to stare off to the right. The camera is presently placed in his 
line of vision so that he seems to be staring directly at us, thus repeating 
again the situation at the beginning of the film and inviting us to peer into 
his soul and discover the answer to Roden's question for ourselves. The 
camera then reveals what has caught his attention. We see a man seated at 
another table with a sketch book, drawing a picture of Redl, i.e. attempting 
to capture his essence on paper, and thus providing another hint of the 
challenge the director has given us to discover the truth about Redl by 
studying him with as intent and discerning an eye as that of the portraitist. 
The camera then cuts to a two-shot of the General, who is still talking, and 
Redl, who is still staring off to the right. As the General says, "I have the 
impression that you make enemies very easily," Redl turns his head back 
to him, swallowing nervously. The duality suggested here, particularly 
in Redl 's possible concealment of at least latent sexual deviance, perhaps 
even to the point of refusing to admit to himself that it exists, is, again, 
anticipated in the long take of him at the beginning of the film, where, 
it will be recalled, the sidelighting illuminates one half of his face while 
leaving the other half in darkness. 

In the very next scene, on the balcony of Katalin's apartment overlooking 
the sea (presumably the Adriatic), Katalin advises Alfred to marry in order 
to reassure people like von Roden and promises to introduce him to a girl 
from a good Viennese family, this in spite of the fact that she still loves him 
herself. As they walk through the streets of the city, she interrupts Alfred 's 
monologue on the threat of war and its consequences for the Monarchy 
and, pointing to an ancient ruin, says: "Now take a look at where we are 
walking. Hmm? What remains?" implying that one ' s personal happiness 
is more important than the fate of the Monarchy. She then attempts to kiss 
him, but he grabs her and pushes her away with the words: "Stop that!" 
prompting her response that his civilian clothes are the biggest lie of his 
life. This response indicates a belief (or a wish to believe) on Katalin's 
part that there is nothing sexually deviant about Alfred and that it is only 
his passionate devotion to the Monarchy that gets in the way of their love, 
leaving no room in his life for any other passion. At the same time it 
seems to allow for the possibility that Alfred, though a perfectly normal 
man, is simply not attracted to this particular woman. And this must give 
the viewer pause who has already made up his mind that he is homosexual. 

As gradually becomes clear, however, the message of one scene may 
be contradicted by that of the next or a subsequent scene —indeed much 



of the f i lm's tension and vitality stems from such a dialectic4 —and this is 
the case with the scene of Redl ' s wedding night. His young wife has to 
ask him twice to come in from the balcony, and when he replies, "Yes, 
I am coming," the sound of resignation in his voice is unmistakable. He 
comes in, but not until he methodically closes the shutters, the glass doors, 
a second set of glass doors, and the drapes does he turn toward his bride, 
and then only with a sigh of reluctance, like a man who has put off a 
distasteful duty as long as possible and now can delay no longer. 

Redl's posing takes an ominous turn when he is drawn into the Arch-
duke's plot (historically unfounded) to find a scapegoat in order to create 
an incident that would strike fear in the heart of the army and unite the 
people behind the throne, a decidedly treasonous scheme to wrest power 
from the old Emperor. The Archduke stipulates that the incident should 
have some connection with the Balkans and that the Russians should be 
involved. After eliminating various ethnic groups for political reasons he 
concludes that someone from the Ruthenian minority, to which Redl be-
longs, would suit his purpose very well and tells Redl: "Look for an exact 
double of yourself, Redl . . . Someone of similar origin, similar career, 
similar connections, then you will have the man." 

Redl does in fact find a Ruthenian who evidence indicates has been 
selling military secrets to the Russians and goes to Galicia to arrest him; 
but the man commits suicide during the search of his house, thus depriving 
Redl of a scapegoat to bring back to the Archduke. During the search of the 
house, however, he comes across a piece of paper on which the words "heir 
to the throne" and "St. Petersburg" are written together with the name of his 
estranged friend Kristof von Kubinyi, with whom he only recently had an 
unpleasant encounter. Kubinyi, who had just returned from St. Petersburg 
and been assigned to the Hungarian Affairs section of the General Staff, told 
Redl: "Whenever you need something in this area, please come to me first." 
When Redl countered with the same offer, however, Kubinyi interrupted 
him and bluntly replied: "I do not snoop around behind comrades ' backs. 
All the best." Now, with the note in his hand, Redl stands motionless for 
several seconds, his mind apparently groping for a clue to its meaning. 
Presently the trace of a smile appears on his face, as if the answer had 
suddenly come to him. Upon returning to Vienna he requests permission 
to ask Kubinyi a few questions. The Archduke rejects his request and, 
suspicious of his motive, states contemptuously: "A dead double is no 
double. Spin your web better. Above all faster. Or do you want to use von 
Kubinyi in place of a Ruthenian? Kubinyi is no double of you." Redl insists 
that the Crown Prince has misunderstood him, but the viewer, recalling the 
cold rebuff Redl had received from Kubinyi, may well wonder if he was 
not indeed considering betraying him. The question is never answered. It 
remains one of those dark, blurred areas in that initial "photograph" of Redl 



which the sidelighting obscures rather than illuminates. There is, however, 
no misunderstanding Redl's betrayal of the man who has encouraged and 
stood up for him throughout his career —von Roden. After expressing his 
own contempt for "this senile Roden with his tearful look" the Archduke 
bluntly asks Redl: "You were his fervid admirer? Or not?" to which Redl 
hesitantly and sheepishly replies: "Imperial Highness, he was. . . , in truth, 
a little sentimental." 

The next scene is another visual reminder of our main task as we continue 
to look at the unfolding narrative portrait of Redl. We see the Archduke 
and his Chief of Staff studying a photograph of him as they exchange the 
following observations: 

Franz Ferdinand: "Yes, Redl. The profile. Really pitiless type. Yet there is 
something about him that indicates an extreme sensuality." 

Chief of Staff: "Slavic face." 
Franz Ferdinand: "Yes, the cheek bones. To judge from the photograph, clearly a 

brutal personality." 

He then adds the chilling remark: "Lieutenant-colonel Redl. First we shall 
promote him," indicating his intent to make him the scapegoat of his plan 
to save the Monarchy. 

The accuracy of the Crown Prince 's observations regarding Redl 's ruth-
lessness and brutality is confirmed in the next scene, in which Redl tells 
the woman who has loved him and been his friend and confidante for years 
that he will kill her if she ever betrays his trust. We also learn in this scene 
that Redl engages in the same activity as we have been engaged in f rom 
the start and as we have just seen the Archduke practicing. Katalin notices 
a photograph of Franz Ferdinand on Redl's desk and asks: "Why is this 
here?" There is a cut to a close-up of Redl as he answers: "I would like 
to know, what he is thinking." 

This scene is most important, however, for showing us Redl symboli-
cally in the process of beginning to let down his guard, abandon his pose. 
Convinced that the heir to the throne is planning a military putsch to seize 
power for himself and that the only one who still believes in the old Monar-
chy is the Emperor, he has become completely disillusioned. As the scene 
begins, we see him standing by his desk in uniform, his jacket buttoned 
right up to the gold collar, as he gives vent to his bitterness and frustration 
over the apparent disintegration of his world. We next see him in front 
of a window with Katalin looking over his shoulder and telling him that 
nothing else matters but life. He turns to her with a quote from Montaigne 
that indicates his frame of mind: "It is not a sin to be a part of it. It is 
a sin to remain a part of it." At this point he has completely unbuttoned 
his jacket. Next we see him without his jacket, stretched out on a settee, 
resting his head on Katalin, who is seated next to him. As she inclines her 



head toward his, however, he sits up —thus avoiding her advances —and 
removes his stiff shirt collar, and, while unbuttoning the top button of his 
shirt, says: "I cannot prevent what is brewing. What I wanted to defend, 
does not exist." At this point he looks at the collar, which here becomes 
a metaphor for the formal, hierarchical world he had wanted to defend, 
and tosses it down. The camera cuts immediately to a high-angle shot of 
the two of them, clothed as before, lying face up and side by side on top 
of the bed. Suddenly Redl sits up, prompting her to do the same, and 
says: "I dreamed my father was sitting on my shoulders and pressing me 
to the ground." It is the first mention of his father since the scene in which 
Alfred, still a young boy, declined to attend his funeral so that he could 
take part in the confirmation rite at the academy, in effect rejecting his 
biological father in order to gain an imperial godfather. The dream seems 
to indicate that Redl senses that his own downfall is near and that it has to 
do somehow with his denial of his father many years before. 

Redl's disillusionment, his continued unresponsiveness toward the beau-
tiful and infinitely patient Katalin, his fear of his undoing, his feeling of 
guilt toward his father (and, one may assume, his entire family), and espe-
cially his relaxation of his pose, symbolized by shedding his military jacket 
and stiff collar and unbuttoning his shirt at the neck while proceeding from 
a standing, to a sitting, and finally to a reclining position, all prepare us 
for his downfall , which begins in the next scene, at the masked ball. 

In order to appreciate fully all that happens in this scene, however, 
we must first consider another development that also approaches its climax 
here and that, in fact, Redl 's life comes to represent —the plight of the Dual 
Monarchy. It is this development that gives the film the special relevance, 
referred to at the outset, to its own time. The identification of Redl with the 
Monarchy rests, first of all, upon his unwavering devotion to the Emperor 
and to the Imperial and Royal Army, for which he deliberately suppresses 
his own regional and ethnic ties. To his fellow officers he says: "Either one 
is an officer in the Imperial and Royal Army, or Bohemian, Ruthenian, or 
Jew." Second, Redl is a mixture of the three major ethnic groups that make 
up the Monarchy— Slavic, German, and Hungarian, and thus representative 
of the whole. As the young Redl tells Kristof 's grandfather: "My father 
was Ruthenian. He is in part of German extraction. I believe my mother 's 
grandfather came from Hungary. Yes, they were Hungarians." Third, his 
love-hate relationship with Kristof von Kubinyi, the Hungarian aristocrat, 
who represents the eastern half of the Dual Monarchy, corresponds to 
the increasingly tense relations at the time between Vienna and Budapest. 
Fourth, Redl ' s posing has its parallel in the efforts of the Monarchy to 
maintain, through its army and its conduct of foreign affairs, its "great 
power" status in Europe after its exclusion from Germany in 1866 and its 
relegation, in the eyes of many, to the position of a "German outpost for 



the control and order of central Europe."5 Moreover, it has its parallel in 
general in the particularly Viennese proclivity to make believe, substituting 
court etiquette and ceremony for real power.6 

It would be difficult, however, for the viewer to identify Redl with 
the Monarchy, if major changes had not been made in the known facts 
of the Redl affair. This is, no doubt, the reason for the liberties Szabo 
took in filming the story, liberties which led him to preface the film with 
a disclaimer stating that characters and events are completely fictitious. 
Above all, Redl 's treachery, which involved passing countless military 
secrets to the Russians over a period of more than a decade and selling 
out his own intelligence agents, had to be diminished. Szabo reduces 
it to a single disclosure of military secrets, which, in fact, turns out to 
be no treachery at all, since Redl realizes he has been set up by Franz 
Ferdinand and is passing information not to a foreign government but to 
an informer in the Archduke's employ. Szabo also transformed Redl ' s 
active homosexual life into an inner struggle to contain an ever growing 
conflict between this private proclivity and his official public persona, a 
conflict which culminates in a single surrender to temptation. He thereby 
introduces an internal drama in Redl 's life corresponding to the internal 
struggle of the Dual Monarchy to reconcile the increasingly disaffected 
national groups within its borders. 

Let us now proceed to the masked ball, where the private struggle and 
the national one come together in a riveting scene fraught with tension and 
irony. As Redl comes up the staircase and is about to enter the ballroom, 
a lady addresses him as "Colonel" —thus tipping us off to the fact that 
he has been promoted and, consequently, that the Archduke has set his 
plan in motion —and tells him that masks are mandatory. He laughs and 
asks, "Does that apply to me too?" "Yes, until midnight. It applies to 
everyone," comes the response. With a mask covering his eyes he enters 
the ballroom and is almost immediately stopped by a man who says: "Oh, 
Colonel Redl, whom we all fear, is here too." He inquires : "And your 
wife?" Redl answers perfunctorily: "Unfortunately in a sanatorium." The 
man then asks: "May one ask why?" and Redl replies, again perfunctorily: 
"A shadow on her lung, since childhood." Redl obviously finds the subject 
of his wife boring and the questions irritating and makes no attempt to 
hide how he feels. It is as if he had decided to give up acting a part, to 
forego posing. This idea is symbolically reinforced by the fact that the 
mask he is wearing does not conceal his identity. The man recognized him 
immediately. 

As Redl moves among the other guests —the military and civilian elite, 
who represent the Monarchy —he overhears bits of conversation, all of 
which have to do with the imminence of war and the breakup of the 
Monarchy. In spite of the appearance of carefree devotion to pleasure 



in this opulent scene of glittering chandeliers and gay waltz music, of 
smart uniforms and elegant gowns, the air is rife with predictions of doom. 
Like Redl, these members of the social elite appear to be forsaking their 
tendency to indulge in self-delusion and are expressing, instead, their true 
feelings. They have given up pretending that all is well, that the Monarchy 
is strong and will survive. 

Midnight arrives and all the guests remove their masks. A quick cut to 
Redl shows him taking his off with a swift and emphatic yank, symbolic 
of the unmasking to come. A drum roll announces the entrance of the 
Heir Apparent, whom the crowd receives with nods and curtsies, unaware, 
of course, that within a short time he would be assassinated by a Slav 
nationalist and that his murder would bring to fruition the dire predictions 
on all their lips. The camera cuts away to a close-up of Redl watching 
from a distance. It is another one of those long takes (13 seconds) in which 
he seems to be staring straight at us and we are forced to ask ourselves 
what he is thinking. This time his head is somewhat averted so that he is 
looking out of the right corners of his eyes, which suggests distrust and 
suspicion. Presently Katalin approaches with a man whom she introduces 
as Lieutenant Velocchio. In a close-up the man smiles and says "Alfredo 
Velocchio." This is followed by a brief close-up of Redl, who simply 
gives his surname. The irony of the situation is unsurpassed. While Redl 
is looking on with suspicion at the entrance of the Archduke, the bait the 
latter has prepared for him approaches from another, unexpected direction, 
on the arm of his longtime friend and confidante Katalin. Thus, just as the 
man whose assassination was to furnish the pretext for the war that led to the 
demise of the Monarchy makes his appearance before its representatives, 
so the man who provides the pretext for the charge of treason that leads to 
Redl 's demise appears — almost simultaneously— before him. 

What happens next finally confirms beyond any doubt the suspicion that 
has been growing ever more insistent in us that Redl is, in fact, homosexual. 
Seduced by the tall, handsome youth, he succumbs completely to the latter's 
sexual allure. One last shot of Redl staring directly into the camera leaves 
no more room for doubt. We know from the preceding shots of the scene 
that he is clad in a robe, sitting languidly on a settee, staring across the 
room at Velocchio, who is lying asleep in bed. The close-up, in which 
the camera is positioned in Redl 's line of vision so that he appears to be 
staring directly at us, reveals an expression not seen on his face before, an 
expression of utter contentment. There is no need to hold this shot as long 
as the earlier ones, for Redl has completely abandoned his posing here so 
that his outward appearance offers no obstacle to our effort to peer into his 
soul. 

By finally surrendering to his latent homosexuality, Redl makes himself 
,an easy target for blackmail and hence a perfect scapegoat for the Arch-



duke 's plan to incite a little war to save the Monarchy. He soon suspects 
that Velocchio has been sent to get military secrets from him, and when he 
learns that he is interested above all in plans for the deployment of troops 
against Russia, he is certain that the Archduke has set him up. Realizing 
that it is all over for him, he begins reeling off the military secrets that 
Velocchio was sent to gather. It is a meaningless act, born of despair, for 
it makes no difference whether Velocchio gets secret information from him 
or not. After all, Franz Ferdinand can always furnish his informant with 
all the military secrets he needs in order to appear in court as a credible 
witness. 

Redl, however, refuses to play the role assigned to him in the public trial 
that is to take place and thus seals his doom. One of the people who come to 
visit him prior to his death, while he is under house arrest, is his old friend 
Sonnenschein. His reappearance here, at the end of Redl 's career, reminds 
one of the duel to which he had challenged Schorm near the beginning of 
Redl ' s career; and that duel, paradoxically, prefigures Redl 's suicide. The 
way Redl cocks the gun and holds it upright while he paces back and forth 
between the door and the dressing table against the opposite wall of his 
room is reminiscent of how Schorm and Kubinyi, who had stood in for 
Sonnenschein, faced each other after having paced off the proper distance, 
with cocked pistols held upright beside their heads. In the case of Redl ' s 
duel, however, his opponent is his other self, his double; and when the shot 
is finally fired, both fall dead. This interpretation is supported by the fact 
that we occasionally catch a glimpse of Redl in mirrors as he paces around 
the room and thus seem to see two of him simultaneously. The mirror over 
the dressing table, to which our attention is perhaps deliberately drawn by 
having Redl crash into it, is especially important in this regard, for even 
though we rarely see Redl 's reflection in it, we realize that it must register 
his image continuously as he desperately rushes back and forth between the 
dressing table and the door, finally halting midway— facing the mirror —to 
pull the trigger.7 

There are still other factors that reinforce the connection between Schorm's 
duel and Redl ' s suicide. It will be recalled that Schorm was rumored to be, 
like Redl, homosexual. Also, like Redl, he had been leading a double life 
until the revelation that he had been writing libelous attacks on the army 
under a pen name. Finally, like Redl, he was accused of treason. Schorm, 
however, appeared for his duel in civilian clothes, a sign of his refusal to 
continue to lead a double life; while Redl carries out his sentence in full 
uniform, having buttoned up his jacket and put on and buttoned his coat 
before taking the gun into his hand, as if still clinging desperately to the 
identity he had worked so hard to create. 

There are two changes in Szabo's treatment of the historical Redl 's sui-
cide that are significant here. First, unlike the historical Redl, who implored 



his captors to bring him a gun and allow him to commit suicide,8 Szabo 's 
Redl does not wish to die but is forced to commit suicide after refusing to 
cooperate in the planned trial and is brought the unwanted suicide weapon 
by his former friend Kubinyi. Secondly, the historical Redl did not die 
in his colonel's uniform but in a silk dressing gown, into which he had 
changed from his military tunic before shooting himself.9 These changes 
in the film are consistent with and, indeed, a direct result of the decision 
to minimize Redl ' s treason and sexual deviance in order to facilitate the 
audience's identification of him with the Dual Monarchy. They accord 
with the historical fact that Vienna sought to the very last to preserve the 
Monarchy, only acquiescing to its demise out of necessity.10 

The film does not end with Redl ' s death, as one might expect, but with 
a brief epilogue showing us the assassination of Franz Ferdinand and the 
outbreak of the First World War, Szabo seems to have added this epilogue 
primarily to complete the parallel between the life of Alfred Redl and 
that of the Dual Monarchy. Just as Redl failed in the end to suppress 
his dual nature and died by his own hand, so Austria-Hungary failed to 
solve its internal conflicts and, by condoning war with Serbia following 
the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, in effect committed suicide.11 

What emerges, then, from a close study of Colonel Redl is an intriguing 
portrait of a man who, like the Dual Monarchy he served, sought in vain to 
contain the growing conflict within him beneath a harmonious exterior, fi-
nally succumbing, again like the Dual Monarchy, to treachery from without 
and the inherent contradiction of his (its) own nature. Our task, however, 
does not end here. The completion of th? parallel in the film itself increases 
the likelihood that the audience will recognize these larger implications of 
Alfred Redl's personal story and, once having done so, will take the next 
step and seek to relate them to their own circumstances. Especially the 
viewers in the authoritarian societies of East Central Europe who saw the 
film in the mid-1980s, when it premiered, and whom Szabo had in mind 
(as pointed out earlier) when he made the film, would have grasped the 
implications of the politicization of Redl's personal struggle. For exam-
ple, they may well have viewed the Archduke's double-cross as a warning 
that those who inform against others, whether out of loyalty to the state or 
personal ambition, may eventually wind up as victims themselves of the 
ruthless people they serve. Above all, however, they would have found 
confirmation of their own experience that the achievements and popularity 
of Communism were mere propaganda, a pose; and they would have gotten 
the message (happily, prophetic, as it has turned out) that the dissolution 
of the involuntary amalgam of once proud and independent nations then 
dominated by the Soviet Union, was, like the ultimate failure of Redl and 
the Dual Monarchy to contain their inner conflicts and preserve their union, 
merely a matter of time. 



Thus Szabo did indeed achieve the goals he spoke of in that interview 
with Tamas Koltai during the shooting of the film. He created in Colonel 
Redl a masterful psychological portrait of a man tragically at odds with 
himself and at the same time offered a critical, yet ultimately optimistic, 
message regarding the political situation in his own region of the world, 
East Central Europe. 

NOTES 

1 Film und Fernsehen, Heft 3 (1985), p. 22. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., p. 24. 
4 I disagree with the criticism expressed by Pat Anderson that "the film has 

too many ambiguities" (Films in Review, XXXVII, Jan. 1986, p. 45). On the 
contrary, I believe that the apparent contradictions, rather than frustrating the 
viewer's interest, function to sustain it. 

5 Hans Kohn, The Habsburg Empire, 1804-1918 (New York, 1961), p. 50. 
6 Frederic Morton, for example, speaks of the Empire as a "triumph of form over 

substance" and a masterpiece of "survival through sheer style" (Thunder and 
Twilight, New York, 1989, p. 86). 

7 Robert Asprey, in his heavily researched book The Panther's Feast, (1st Carroll 
and Graf ed. New York, 1986), states that Redl shot himself in front of the 
wardrobe mirror, where he had dragged a couch to catch his slumping body 
(pp. 259-60). 

8 Ibid., p. 256. 
9 Ibid. 

10 Robert A. Kann, A History of the Hapsburg Empire 1526-1918 (Berkeley, CA, 
1974), p. 518. 

11 Ibid., p. 519. 

Editors' note: any pictorial illustrations to this article are courtesy of Orion 
Classics Inc., the distributor of Colonel Redl in the United States. 




